Hi-Power LED Flashlight

Building off the success of our acclaimed Expedition® series, the Expedition® Star uses the latest in LED technology. This Hi-Power LED flashlight utilizes specialized optics to produce an ultra-tight 6 degree beam pattern, with a light output equivalent to more than 50 regular LEDs. This “spot” beam pattern enables the Expedition® Star to cut through fog and smoke. Burn time is 15+ hours at full power, with an additional 50 hours of usable light. Available in several different body colors. Includes, at no additional cost: a glare guard/candle stand and adjustable cushioned wrist lanyard.

Specifications
- Depth Rating: 500 feet (150 m)
- Lamp: Hi-Power LED
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Burn Time: 15+ hours at full power
- Power: 400 Lumens
- Batteries: 3- C-cell Alkaline (included)
- Materials: ABS and LEXAN®
- Dimensions: 7.75” (20 cm) L x 1.9” (5 cm) Dia.
- Weight: 0.69 lbs. (0.31 kg)
- U.S. Patent #6,168,288
- NATO Stock Number (NSN) 6230-01-521-3552 (Black Body)

MSRP $59.95

Hi-Power LED Compact Tactical Flashlights

Computer machined from solid bar of Aluminum, TAC™ series flashlights are compact dive lights powered by an ultra-bright LED. These LED dive lights produce solar-quality white light. Specialized optics allow SeaRay™ series lights to cut through murky water with minimal backscatter. The 5,500 K color temperature of SeaRay™ series lights are solar-quality, allowing for accurate color rendition regardless of depth. These palm-size lights will easily fit into the smallest BC pocket. Includes, at no additional cost: a glare guard and adjustable cushioned wrist lanyard.

SeaRay™-12: 1,000 Lumens
- 10 degree spot beam
- Burn Time: 50 minutes

SeaRay™-4: 500 lumens
- 6 degree spot beam
- Burn Time: 2+ hours

Specifications
- Depth Rating: 500 feet (150 m)
- Lamp: Hi-Power LED
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Batteries: 2- CR123 Lithium (included)
- Materials: Anodized Aluminum and LEXAN®
- Dimensions: 5” (12.7 cm) L x 1.9” (5 cm) Head Dia., 1” (2.5 cm) Body Dia.
- Weight: 0.50 lbs. (0.23 kg)
- Individually serial numbered
- U.S. Patent #6,168,288

MSRP: SeaRay-12 - $299.95
SeaRay-4 - $209.95

Hi-Power LED Compact Dive Flashlights

The improved H10 Seeker™ is our new LED light, producing more than 1000 Lumens of blistering white light that is equivalent to a 21-Watt HID /100-Watt Halogen dive light. A special reflector produces a smooth, 8 degree spot beam that pierces through murky water with minimal backscatter and without hot spots or rings. This high-quality light drastically improves the visualization of color and contrast that is lost at depth, making the H10 Seeker™ an excellent choice for underwater videography and photography. The H10 Seeker™ is no fragile light; it’s double O-ring sealed throughout, and is made from aircraft-grade Aluminum and high-impact grades of DELRIN® and LEXAN®. In addition, it’s LED is virtually indestructible and can last over 50,000 hours, so you’ll never have to worry about a bulb breaking or burning out again. The H10 Seeker™ is powered by a new rechargeable Lithium Ion battery system that’s 33% smaller, with no loss in burn time. The battery has: no cell memory, built-in thermal/high current protection, twice the charge cycle life and burn time of NiCad batteries, and the ability to withstand high charge/discharge currents. A new, smart, fast, multivoltage (12v-260v) charger is included. The charger comes with a universal power supply that accommodates an input voltage of 12vdc to 260VAC at 50 or 60 Hz, and includes a 110v cord. With optional equipment, the H10 Seeker™ can be mounted onto most video and camera housings. Includes, at no additional cost: a glare shield, harness clip, and a pistol grip.

Specifications
- Depth Rating: 1,000 feet (300 m)
- Lamp: Hi-Power LED
- Lamp Life: 50,000 hours
- Run Time: 4+ hours
- Battery: Lithium Ion rechargeable
- Power: 1,000+ Lumens
- Color Temperature: 5,500 K
- Current: 1 Amp
- Input Voltage: 4 VDC
- Head Dimensions: 3.25” x 2.0” (8.3 cm x 5 cm)
- Battery Pack Dimensions: 2.3”D x 4.7” L (5.8 cm x 11.9 cm)
- Lamp head with 40 inch (102 cm) cable

MSRP: H10 Seeker™ - $1,065.00

TAC™ Series

Hi-Power LED Compact Tactical Flashlights

Computer machined from solid Aluminum, TAC™ series compact tactical flashlights are designed for use with 1” weapon rail system clamps or as super-bright LED flashlights. Their single Hi-Power LEDs produce blistering brilliant white light. Specialized optics produce spot beam patterns with incredible beam throw that cut through fog and smoke with minimal backscatter. Their dual-action momentary tail switch eliminates cable switches that can tangle or fail; simply mount on fore stock and slide your hand forward slightly to lightly press on the tail for momentary use, or twist-on for constant use. O-ring seals make these lights waterproof (not for scuba use). Includes, at no additional cost, a glare shield.

TAC12L™: 1,000 lumens
- Burn Time: 50 minutes at full power

TAC4L™: 500 lumens
- Burn Time: 2+ hours at full power

Specifications
- Tactical push-button tail (momentary), twist-on tail for constant on
- Lamps: Hi-Power LED
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Batteries: 2- CR123 Lithium (included)
- Head Dimensions: 5” (12.7 cm) L x 1.9” (5 cm) Head Dia., 1” (2.5 cm) Body Dia.
- Weight: 0.50 lbs. (0.23 kg)
- Materials: Anodized Aluminum and LEXAN®
- Individually serial numbered
- U.S. Patent #6,168,288

MSRP: TAC12L - $299.95
TAC4L - $189.95

SeaRay™ Series

Hi-Power LED Compact Dive Flashlights

Computer machined from a solid bar of Aluminum, SeaRay™ series flashlights are compact dive lights powered by an ultra-bright LED. These LED dive lights produce solar-quality white light. Specialized optics allow SeaRay™ series lights to cut through murky water with minimal backscatter. The 5,500 K color temperature of SeaRay™ series lights are solar-quality, allowing for accurate color rendition regardless of depth. These palm-size lights will easily fit into the smallest BC pocket. Includes, at no additional cost: a glare guard and adjustable cushioned wrist lanyard.

SeaRay™-12: 1,000 Lumens
- 10 degree spot beam
- Burn Time: 50 minutes

SeaRay™-4: 500 lumens
- 6 degree spot beam
- Burn Time: 2+ hours

Specifications
- Depth Rating: 500 feet (150 m)
- Lamp: Hi-Power LED
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Batteries: 2- CR123 Lithium (included)
- Materials: Anodized Aluminum and LEXAN®
- Dimensions: 5” (12.7 cm) L x 1.9” (5 cm) Head Dia., 1” (2.5 cm) Body Dia.
- Weight: 0.50 lbs. (0.23 kg)
- Individually serial numbered
- U.S. Patent #6,168,288

MSRP: SeaRay-12 - $299.95
SeaRay-4 - $209.95

1,000+ Lumen Hi-Power LED Dive Light

The improved H10 Seeker™ is our new LED light, producing more than 1000 Lumens of blistering white light that is equivalent to a 21-Watt HID /100-Watt Halogen dive light. A special reflector produces a smooth, 8 degree spot beam that pierces through murky water with minimal backscatter and without hot spots or rings. This high-quality light drastically improves the visualization of color and contrast that is lost at depth, making the H10 Seeker™ an excellent choice for underwater videography and photography. The H10 Seeker™ is no fragile light; it’s double O-ring sealed throughout, and is made from aircraft-grade Aluminum and high-impact grades of DELRIN® and LEXAN®. In addition, it’s LED is virtually indestructible and can last over 50,000 hours, so you’ll never have to worry about a bulb breaking or burning out again. The H10 Seeker™ is powered by a new rechargeable Lithium Ion battery system that’s 33% smaller, with no loss in burn time. The battery has: no cell memory, built-in thermal/high current protection, twice the charge cycle life and burn time of NiCad batteries, and the ability to withstand high charge/discharge currents. A new, smart, fast, multivoltage (12v-260v) charger is included. The charger comes with a universal power supply that accommodates an input voltage of 12vdc to 260VAC at 50 or 60 Hz, and includes a 110v cord. With optional equipment, the H10 Seeker™ can be mounted onto most video and camera housings. Includes, at no additional cost: a glare shield, harness clip, and a pistol grip.

Specifications
- Depth Rating: 1,000 feet (300 m)
- Lamp: Hi-Power LED
- Lamp Life: 50,000 hours
- Run Time: 4+ hours
- Battery: Lithium Ion rechargeable
- Power: 1,000+ Lumens
- Color Temperature: 5,500 K
- Current: 1 Amp
- Input Voltage: 4 VDC
- Head Dimensions: 3.25” x 2.0” (8.3 cm x 5 cm)
- Battery Pack Dimensions: 2.3”D x 4.7” L (5.8 cm x 11.9 cm)
- Lamp head with 40 inch (102 cm) cable

MSRP: H10 Seeker™ - $1,065.00
**TREK™ PRO ALUMINUM**

Most Rugged AA Flashlight in the World!

Computer machined from a solid bar of Aluminum, the TREK™ Pro Aluminum is an extremely compact and versatile light that packs all the quality of our larger Aluminum lights. This Hi-Power LED light is the most rugged light of its size anywhere, and is a great toolbox, Emergency, or backpacking light. 3-AA batteries provide 20+ hours of light at full power with additional hours of usable light. Includes, at no additional cost: a rubber glare guard and adjustable cushioned wrist lanyard.

**Specifications**
- Depth Rating: 1,000 feet (300 m)
- Lamps: Hi-Power LED
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Burn Time: 20+ hours at full power
- Batteries: 3- AA Alkaline (included)
- Power: 300 Lumens
- Materials: Anodized Aluminum and LEXAN®
- Dimensions: 7.37” (19 cm) L x 1.25” (3 cm) Dia.
- Weight: 0.5 lbs. (0.31 kg)
- Individually serial numbered
- U.S. Patent #6,168,288

**MSRP $109.95**

---

**TEKNA® LITE 6™**

Hi-Power LED Flashlight that Floats!

The TEKNA® Lite 6™ harnesses the power of large lanterns in a pocket-sized housing and is light enough to float. Weighing in under half a pound and boasting 500 lumens, the Lite 6™ gives you more light than lanterns five times as large and heavy. This twist-on LED flashlight produces more than 3 hours of light from two CR123 Lithium cell batteries and will never need a bulb replacement since its LED is shock resistant and lasts 10,000+ hours. Its specialized optics produce an ultra-tight 6-degree "spot" beam pattern that cuts through fog and smoke. Double O-ring seals give this waterproof light an underwater depth rating of 500 feet (150 m). Available in black or yellow body color.

**Specifications**
- Depth Rating: 500 feet (150 m)
- Lamp: Hi-Power LED
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Burn Time: 3+ hours
- Power: 500 Lumens
- Batteries: 2-CR123 (3V) Lithium (included)
- Materials: ABS and LEXAN®
- Dimensions: 5.75” L x 1.9” (5 cm) Dia.
- Weight: 0.5 lbs. (0.31 kg)
- U.S. Patent #6,168,288

**MSRP $69.95**

---

**TEKNA® LITE 3™**

Hi-Power LED Flashlight

A rugged flashlight suited for everywhere from the outdoors to your home or vehicle. The TEKNA® Lite 3™ sports a single Hi-Power LED that boasts 150 lumens of power, plenty to illuminate your surroundings for short-range tasks. The Lite 3 will last for 20 hours at full power with many hours of additional, usable light with a fresh set of 3AA Alkaline batteries. This waterproof, twist-on light will never need a bulb replacement since its LED is shock resistant and lasts 10,000+ hours. Double O-ring seals give the Lite 3 an underwater depth rating of 1,000 feet (300 m). Available in black or yellow body color. Includes, at no additional cost: a glare guard/candle stand and bungee wrist lanyard.

**Specifications**
- Depth Rating: 1,000 feet (300 m)
- Lamp: Hi-Power LED
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Burn Time: 20+ hours
- Batteries: 3- AA Alkaline (included)
- Power: 250 Lumens
- Materials: ABS and LEXAN®
- Dimensions: 7.75” (19 cm) L x 1.25” (3 cm) Dia.
- Weight: 0.28 lbs. (0.13 kg)
- U.S. Patent #6,168,288

**MSRP $49.95**

---

**SPLASH-LITE™ LED**

Compact, Waterproof LED Flashlight

The Splash-Lite LED is a lightweight LED flashlight that uses a High Power LED and is powered by a CR123 lithium battery. This durable light is made from ABS and is ready for any weather condition. The Splash-Lite LED is dive rated to 100 feet (30 m) and continues to be a favorite among outdoorsmen and scuba divers.

**Specifications**
- Lamp: 1 High Power LED
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Burn Time: 10+ hours
- Batteries: 1- 3v Lithium CR123 cell (included)
- Power: 50 Lumens
- Materials: LEXAN®
- Waterproof: 100’ (30m)
- Size: 3” x 7/8”
- Weight: 1.2 oz. (0.05 kg)
- U.S. Patent #6,502,952 (bulb)

**MSRP $29.95**

---
**TEKNA® EXEC™**

**Hi-Power LED Compact Tactical Light**

At only 3.5” overall length, this tactical-power light is small enough to hold in the palm of your hand. Computer machined from a solid bar of Aluminum, the TEKNA® Exec™ is designed for use with 1” weapon rail clamps or as a compact super-bright LED flashlight. The brilliant LED provides 90 lumens of power in a narrow beam to light you target. Specialized 6 degree optics produce a narrow spot beam that cuts through fog and smoke with minimal backscatter. It features a dual-action momentary tail switch; lightly press on the tail for momentary use or twist-on for constant use. One CR123 Lithium battery provides power to the TEKNA® Exec™. O-ring seals make this light waterproof (not for scuba use).

**Specifications**

- **Lamp:** Hi-Power premium LED
- **Lamp Life:** 10,000+ hours
- **Burn Time:** 12 hours
- **Power:** 90+ Lumens
- **Batteries:** 1-CR123 (3V) Lithium (included)
- **Materials:** Anodized Aluminum and LEXAN®
- **Dimensions:** Length - 3.5”, Head diam. - 1.25”, Body diam. - 1”
- **Weight:** 2.9 oz. (including battery)
- **U.S. Patent #6,168,288**

**MSRP $79.95**

**TREK™ 4**

**The Original LED Flashlight™**

The perfect flashlight for emergencies and disaster preparedness. The Trek™ 4 produces more than 20 hours of light from 3-AA Alkaline batteries plus more than 80 additional hours of usable light, giving you all the light you'll need for short-range tasks. This 4 LED waterproof, twist-on light will never need a bulb replacement since its LEDs are shock resistant and last 10,000+ hours. Double O-ring seals give this waterproof light an underwater depth rating of 1,000 feet (300 m). Available in several different body colors. Includes, at no additional cost: a glare guard/candle stand and bungee wrist lanyard.

**Specifications**

- **Depth Rating:** 1,000 feet (300 m)
- **Lamps:** 4 LEDs
- **Lamp Life:** 10,000+ hours
- **Burn Time:** 20+ hours at full power
- **Batteries:** 3- AA Alkaline (included)
- **Power:** 38 Lumens
- **Materials:** ABS and LEXAN®
- **Dimensions:** 7.37” (19 cm) L x 1.25” (3 cm) Dia.
- **Weight:** 0.28 lbs. (0.13 kg)
- **U.S. Patent #6,168,288**
- **NATO Stock Number (NSN): 6230-01-522-2506**

**MSRP $39.95**

**TREK™ LITHIUM**

**The Ultimate Survival Light**

The Trek™ Lithium survival light is designed for users who want the smallest possible light without sacrificing battery life. This ultra-light flashlight delivers an amazing 200+ hours of light at full power! The Trek™ Lithium's special high-power lithium battery has a 10-year shelf life and will continue to provide power to -76°F—long after alkaline batteries fail at -4°F. Its extreme operating range and super-long battery life make this the perfect emergency or backpacking light. The Trek™ Lithium comes equipped with a custom magnifying lens. Available in several different body colors. Includes, at no additional cost: a glare guard and bungee wrist lanyard.

**Specifications**

- **Lamp:** 1 LED
- **Lamp Life:** 10,000+ hours
- **Burn Time:** 200+ hours at full power
- **Battery:** 1- 3.6 V Lithium (included)
- **Power:** 10 Lumens
- **Materials:** ABS and LEXAN®
- **Dimensions:** 3.5” (9 cm) L x 1.2” (3 cm) Dia.
- **Weight:** 0.19 lbs. (0.09 kg)
- **U.S. Patent #6,168,288**

**MSRP $29.95**

**MINI-TREK™**

**Compact LED Flashlight with Built-In Bite Tab & Clip**

Designed for hands-free operation, the Mini-Trek™ features a bite tab and a strong clip to attach this light to hat brims, pockets, shirt cuffs or watchbands. This extremely versatile LED flashlight is small enough to carry with you at all times and powerful enough for all your close-up work. Powered by 3-AAA Alkaline batteries with a solo select white LED, the Mini-Trek™ operates for 20+ hours at full power with an additional 75 hours of usable light. Features an O-ring seal for water resistance (not for scuba use). Available in black or yellow body color. The Mini-Trek™ includes, at no additional cost, a rubber glare guard.

**Specifications**

- **Lamp:** 1 LED
- **Lamp Life:** 10,000+ hours
- **Burn Time:** 20+ hours at full power with 75+ hours of usable light
- **Batteries:** 3- AAA Alkaline (included)
- **Power:** 10 Lumens
- **Materials:** ABS and LEXAN®
- **Dimensions:** 4” (10 cm) L x 1.75” (4.5 cm) W
- **Weight:** 0.13 lbs. (0.06 kg)
- **U.S. Patent #6,168,288 and #6,517,215**

**MSRP $31.95**
LPR SERIES LED BULBS

LED Replacement Bulbs

Our LPR-series, extra high-intensity LED conversion bulbs for flashlights, offer an easy way to convert many standard flashlights into extra high-intensity LED flashlights.

These new bulbs feature the latest advances in LED technology to deliver a bulb that lasts more than 300 times longer than standard Krypton, Xenon or Halogen bulbs while also providing greatly increased battery life and a higher-quality white light that allows you to see better at night.

In addition to providing long burn times and allowing you to see better, these new bulbs are also shockproof and vibration resistant. Since there is no filament to break or burn out, you will never be left without a working flashlight bulb again.

- **Save Money** – 2-5 times the battery life of incandescent and halogen bulbs
- **Never change bulbs again**™ – Lasts more than 300 times longer than standard bulbs with a 10,000+ hour rated life
- **Impact Resistant** – No fragile filament or glass bulb to break
- **See Better** – Bright white light is similar to sunlight
- **Simple Installation** – Just drop-in the new bulb without disassembling the light or voiding the warranty
- **Protect the Environment** – Creates less solid waste by using fewer batteries and bulbs
- **70+ Lumens**

- **LPR-113™** for 4-cell (6.0 V) flashlights
  - Replaces – PR-13, KPR-13, KPR-113, XPR-113, HPR-50, HPR-54, Maglite® LWSA401 & LMSA401, Trek 400 Bulb, Tekna Lite 4 Bulb
  - NATO Stock Number (NSN): 6240-01-522-4089

- **LPR-3™** for 3-cell (4.5 V) flashlights
  - Replaces – PR-3, KPR-3, KPR-103, XPR-3, X3B3A, Maglite® LWSA301 & LMSA301
  - NATO Stock Number (NSN): 6240-01-522-4090

- **LPR-2™** for 2-cell (3.0 V) flashlights
  - Replaces – PR-2, RR-4, KPR-104, HPR-52, PR-6, XPR-2, X-2C, Maglite® LWSA201 & LMSA201
  - NATO Stock Number (NSN): 6240-01-522-4092

**See the difference - Try one today**

**MSRP $29.95**

LS SERIES LED BULBS

Luxeon Star LED Replacement Bulbs

Our LS-series, extra high-intensity Luxeon LED conversion bulbs offer an easy way to convert flashlights and headlamps with screw-base bulbs into extra high-intensity LED lights.

- **LS233** for 2-cell (3.0 V) lights
- **LS365** for 3-cell (4.5 V) lights
- **LS407** for 4-cell (6.0 V) lights

These bulbs feature the latest advances in LED technology to deliver a bulb that lasts more than 300 times longer than standard Krypton, Xenon or Halogen bulbs while also providing greatly increased battery life and a higher-quality white light that allows you to see better at night.

In addition to providing long burn times and allowing you to see better, these new bulbs are also shockproof and vibration resistant. Since there is no filament to break or burn out, you will never be left without a working flashlight bulb again.

- **Save Money** – 2-5 times the battery life of incandescent and halogen bulbs
- **Never change bulbs again**™ – Lasts more than 300 times longer than standard bulbs with a 10,000+ hour rated life
- **Impact Resistant** – No fragile filament or glass bulb to break
- **See Better** – Bright white light is similar to sunlight
- **Simple Installation** – Just drop-in the new bulb without disassembling the light or voiding the warranty
- **Protect the Environment** – Creates less solid waste by using fewer batteries and bulbs
- **Replaces** – E10 (Edison Miniature Screw, 10 mm) screw-base bulbs in flashlights with reflectors. Use our L-222 bulb in penlights without reflectors.

**See the difference - Try one today**

**MSRP $29.95**

LT SERIES LED BULBS

High-Intensity LED Replacement Bulbs

The first LED conversion bulb for the AA and AAA Mini Maglite®, Maglite® Solitaire® and similar lights that use the original focusing reflector and does not require modification.

- **Save Money** – Go at least 15 hours between battery changes, more than 2 times longer than standard bulbs
- **Never change bulbs again**™ – Lasts more than 500 times longer than standard bulbs with a 10,000+ hour rated life
- **Impact Resistant** – No fragile filament or glass bulb to break
- **See Better** – Bright white light is similar to sunlight
- **Simple Installation** – Just install the new bulb without disassembling the light, modifying or replacing the reflector.
- **Protect the Environment** – Creates less solid waste by using fewer batteries and bulbs

- **LT-1™** for AA and AAA Mini Maglite®, and similar lights
  - Replaces – T-1 Bi-pin, Maglite® LMSA001
  - NATO Stock Number (NSN): 6240-01-522-4093

- **LT-3™** for Maglite® Solitaire®
  - Replaces – Maglite® LK3A001

**See the difference - Try one today**

**MSRP $26.95-29.95**

*The LT-1 and LT-3 are polarized. If it does not light in your flashlight: pull it out, rotate 180° (so that the pins are in the opposite holes) and reinsert the bulb.

**Tekrite is not affiliated with Mag Instrument, Inc., which owns the Mini Maglite®, Maglite® and Solitaire® trademarks and the trademark shape, style and overall appearance of the Mini Maglite®, Maglite® and Solitaire® flashlights.
**High Intensity, Dual 13-Watt LED Strobe**

The TekTite® Strobe 4500™ is the latest edition of our durable, polymer high-end strobes. This new Strobe is significantly brighter than our Strobe 3500™. The Strobe 4500™ uses dual, high-intensity LEDs and circuitry that can be seen for miles at night (conditions permitting with a clear lens). The Strobe 4500™ is double O-ring sealed, waterproof and dive rated to 500 feet (150 m). Available with your choice of several lens and body colors. Includes, at no additional cost, a Velcro strap.

**Specifications**
- Depth Rating: 500 feet (150 m),
- Lamp: Dual, High-Intensity white LED Strobe
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ Hours (36+ million flashes)
- Burn Time: 60+ hours, with fresh batteries
- Initial Flash Rate: 120 flashes per minute (2 Hz) with fresh batteries
- Batteries: 3- C-cell Alkaline (included)
- Materials: ABS and LEXAN®
- Weight: 12 oz. (340 kg)
- Dimensions: 9.25" (23 cm) L x 1.9" (5 cm) Dia.

MSRP $99.95

**High-Intensity, Multifunction, 10-Watt LED Strobe**

The TekTite® Strobe 3500™ is the durable, polymer version of our popular Strobe 3500™ XL Expedition. Boasting significantly brighter output as well as better battery life than our Strobe 200™, the Strobe 3500™ uses a high-intensity, Multifunction, LED strobe that can be seen for miles at night (conditions permitting with a clear lens).

This multifunction strobe features two modes: flashing or steady. Use steady mode as a backup light or area light. The Strobe 3500 is double O-ring sealed, waterproof and dive rated to 500 feet (150 m). Available with your choice of several lens and body colors. Includes, at no additional cost, a Velcro strap. An Infrared (IR) version is available to approved government and military organizations.

**Specifications**
- Depth Rating: 500 feet (150 m)
- Lamp: High-Intensity, Multifunction, LED Strobe
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ Hours (36+ million flashes)
- Burn Time: 100 hours in flashing mode or 20 hours in steady mode
- Initial Flash Rate: 120 flashes per minute (2 Hz) with fresh batteries
- Batteries: 3- C-cell Alkaline (included)
- Materials: ABS and LEXAN®
- Weight: 0.75 lbs. (0.34 kg)
- Dimensions: 9.25" (23 cm) L x 1.9" (5 cm) Dia.

MSRP $89.95

**TEKNA® LITE 6™ STROBE**

High-Intensity, Multifunction LED Strobe that Floats!

The TEKNA® Lite 6 Strobe offers a rugged, high-intensity, LED strobe in a form so light that it floats! This strobe boasts plenty of power and is visible for miles with a clear lens above water (conditions permitting). The Lite 6 Strobe will run for 20 hours flashing on a fresh set of two CR123A (3V) Lithium batteries (included). This double O-ring sealed unit has an underwater depth-rating of 500 ft. (150 m). Available in black or yellow body color. Optional color lenses available. Includes, at no additional charge, an adjustable bungee wrist lanyard.

**Specifications**
- Depth Rating: 500 feet (150 m)
- Lamp: High-Intensity LED strobe
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours (36+ million flashes)
- Burn Time: 20 hours flashing or 3 hours in steady mode
- Initial Flash Rate: 120 flashes per minute (2 Hz) with fresh batteries
- Batteries: 2 - CR123 (3V) Lithium (included)
- Materials: ABS and LEXAN®
- Weight: 0.40 lbs. (0.18 kg) (with batteries)
- Dimensions: 7.25" (18 cm) L x 1.9" (5 cm) Dia.

MSRP $89.95

**STROBE 3500™ XL EXPEDITION**

Aluminum, Multifunction, LED Strobe

For many years, Tektite strobes have been renowned for their performance and ruggedness. Our Strobe 3500 XL Expedition sets the bar beyond any other strobe. Designed for the rigors of commercial and scientific diving use. This strobe has superior brightness to our Strobe 300™. The battery housing is computer machined from a solid bar of aircraft aluminum and features a multifunction, LED lamp which makes this strobe the MOST RUGGED and shock resistant of any strobe we build, or anyone else makes! This multifunction strobe features two modes: flashing or steady. Use steady mode as a backup light or area light. Double O-ring sealed, the Strobe 3500 XL will run for 100 hours in flashing mode or 20 hours in steady mode on a fresh set of batteries at an initial flash rate of 120 flashes per minute. Optional lens colors are available. Includes, at no additional cost, an adjustable cushioned wrist lanyard. An Infrared (IR) version is available to approved government and military organizations.

**Specifications**
- Depth Rating: 2,000 feet (610 m)
- Lamp: High-Intensity, Multifunction, LED Strobe
- Burn Time: 100 hours in flashing mode or 20 hours in steady mode
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ Hours (36+ million flashes)
- Batteries: 3- C-cell Alkaline (included)
- Materials: Anodized Aluminum and LEXAN®
- Weight: 1.2 lbs. (0.51 kg)
- Dimensions: 9.25" (18 cm) L x 1.9" (5 cm) Dia.

MSRP $225.00
**STROBE 200™**

The Best Strobe Anywhere, Now LED!

Our most popular strobe now features an LED strobe module. Used by scuba divers, military, and fire fighters worldwide. The civilian version of our covert ops military strobe, our STROBE 200™ LED strobe features improved flash rate, lamp life, and durability compared to the previous Xenon version as well as competing Xenon strobes. This double O-ring sealed, waterproof unit will run 30+ hours on a set of fresh batteries (included), is dive rated to 500 feet (150 m), and can be seen for miles at night (conditions permitting with a clear lens). Since it uses a high-intensity LED strobe module there are no fragile glass tubes to break. Available with your choice of several lens and body colors. Includes, at no additional cost, a Velcro strap. An Infrared (IR) version is available to approved government and military organizations.

**Specifications**
- Depth Rating: 500 feet (150 m)
- Bulb: High-Intensity LED strobe
- Bulb Life: 10,000+ hours (36+ Million flashes)
- Burn Time: 30+ hours
- Batteries: 2 - C-cell Alkaline (included)
- Materials: ABS and LEXAN®
- Dimensions: 7.25” (18 cm) L x 1.9” (5 cm) Dia.
- Initial Flash Rate: 120 flashes per minute (2 Hz) with fresh batteries
- NATO Stock Number (NSN): 6230
- MSRP $69.95

**MARK III™ STROBE**

Solid-State LED Strobe

The Mark III™ Strobe (formerly the Strobe 30) features solid-state strobe technology. Its white LED flashes for 300+ hours on a fresh set of 3-AA Alkaline batteries. In addition, the lamp is rated for more than 10,000 hours. Available with your choice of several lens and body colors. Lens color is permanent. Includes, at no additional cost, a Velcro strap.

**Specifications**
- Depth Rating: 1,000 feet (300 m)
- Lamps: LED Strobe
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Burn Time: 300+ hours
- Flash rate 2hz. (120/min)
- Batteries: 3 - AA Alkaline (included)
- Materials: ABS and LEXAN®
- Dimensions: 9.75” (25 cm) L x 1.2” (3 cm) Dia.
- Weight: 0.48 lbs. (0.22 kg)
- U.S. patent #6,168,288
- MSRP $29.95

**M3 STROBE™**

High-Intensity, LED Strobe

The TekTite® M3 Strobe takes the best aspects of our Mark III™ series and Strobe 3500™ to create a thin, rugged, powerful LED strobe. Its high-intensity, LED strobe produces comparable light output to larger Xenon strobes without a fragile glass strobe tube to break. This multifunction strobe features two modes: flashing or steady. Use steady mode as a backup light or area light. The M3 Strobe is crafted from durable ABS and LEXAN®, is double O-ring sealed, waterproof, and has a depth rating of 1,000 feet (333 m). It will run for over 100+ hours in flashing mode on a fresh set of 3 AA-size Alkaline batteries and has a lamp life of 10,000+ hours. Available with your choice of several lens and body colors. Lens color is permanent. Includes, at no additional charge, a Velcro strap.

**Specifications**
- Depth Rating: 1,000 feet (300 m)
- Lamp: High-Intensity, LED strobe
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ Hours
- Burn Time: 100+ hours in flashing mode or 20 hours in steady mode
- Flash rate 2hz. (120/min)
- Batteries: 3 - AA Alkaline (included)
- Materials: ABS and LEXAN®
- Dimensions: 9.75” (25 cm) L x 1.2” (3 cm) Dia.
- Weight: 0.50 lbs. (0.23 kg)
- MSRP $59.95

**MARK III™**

The Chemical Lightstick Alternative®

The brightest marker light available. Uses your choice of 2, or 4 LEDs that provide up to 200 hours of light (depending on LED array). The Mark III™ is for use in situations where higher ambient light requires a high-intensity light. The Mark III™ is also well suited for use as a traffic marshaling wand or area light. This double O-ring sealed marker light is completely waterproof and dive rated to 1,000 feet (300 m). Available with your choice of several lens and body colors. Includes, at no additional cost, a bungee lanyard.

**Specifications**
- Depth Rating: 1,000 feet (300 m)
- Lamp: 2, or 4 LEDs
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Burn Time: 100+, or 50+ hours
- Flash rate 2hz. (120/min)
- Batteries: 3- AA Alkaline (included)
- Materials: ABS and LEXAN®
- Dimensions: 9.75” (25 cm) L x 1.2” (3 cm) Dia.
- Weight: 0.48 lbs. (0.22 kg)
- U.S. patent #6,168,288
- MSRP $27.95 - 2 LED
  $33.95 - 4 LED
Tired of throwing away chemical light sticks after every use? Our Mark-Lite® LED is the 21st Century version of the Original battery operated submersible marker light. Use one in the dark in place of a chemical light stick while scuba diving, camping, jogging and biking. Every Mark-Lite® LED features a reliable, twist-on switch and uses a 3.6v Lithium battery that lasts for 200 hours—with an operating cost of less than 3 cents per hour. Save money while helping keep our environment and oceans clean. Available with your choice of several lens and body colors. Includes, at no additional cost, a Velcro strap.

**Specifications**
- Depth Rating: 1,000 feet (300 m)
- Lamp: 1 LED
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Burn Time: 200+ hours at full power
- Battery: 1-3.6v AA Lithium (included)
- Power: 8 Lumens
- Materials: ABS and LEXAN®
- Dimensions: 5.75” (15 cm) L x 1.2” (3 cm) Dia.
- Weight: 0.11 lbs. (0.05 kg), negatively buoyant
- U.S. Patent #6,168,288

**MSRP $24.95**

Tired of throwing away chemical light sticks after every use? Our Mark-Lite® Fire Fly™ technology makes the Mark-Lite® Fire Fly™ possible. Its five eye-catching red LEDs operate for an incredible 100 hours on a single set of 2-N size Alkaline batteries—with an operating cost of about 3 cents per hour. The Mark-Lite® Fire Fly™ is the perfect marker light for people active in the dark. Use one for night scuba diving, or while biking, jogging or walking. Available in several different body colors. Includes, at no additional cost, a Velcro strap.

**Specifications**
- Depth Rating: 1,000 feet (300 m)
- Lamps: 5 Red LEDs
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Burn Time: 100+ hours
- Batteries: 2-N size Alkaline (included)
- Materials: ABS and LEXAN®
- Dimensions: 5.75” (15 cm) L x 1.2” (3 cm) Dia.
- Weight: 0.38 lbs. (0.17 kg)
- U.S. Patent #6,168,288

**MSRP $26.95**

A compact, high-intensity LED strobe that is perfect for emergency location marking use. Crafted from durable ABS and LEXAN®, it is double O-ring sealed, waterproof, and has a depth rating of 1,000 feet (333 m). This personal-sized LED strobe will operate for 11+ hours on 1 AA Alkaline battery (included). Military issue tough, as used by US/NATO. Use it for diving, fire fighting, mountain climbing, or emergency marine use. Visible for more than 2 miles at night at the surface (conditions permitting). Available in a variety of lens and body colors. Includes battery and a Velcro strap. An infrared (IR) version is also available for approved government and military organizations.

**Specifications**
- Depth Rating: 1,000 feet (300 m)
- Bulb: High-Power LED strobe
- Bulb Life: 10,000+ hours
- Flash Rate: 2hz (2 times per second, 120/min.)
- Burn Time: 11+ hours on AA Alkaline
- Batteries: 1 AA Alkaline (included)
- Dimensions: 5.75” (15 cm) L x 1.2” (3 cm) Dia.
- Weight: 0.38 lbs. (0.17 kg)
- Made in the U.S.A. (complies with the "Buy American Act", may contain imported components).
- Lifetime Warranty
- NATO Stock Number (NSN): 6230-01-532-0281 (Infrared version)
- NATO Stock Number (NSN): 6230-01-532-0283, Black/Clear

**MSRP $59.95**
The first completely waterproof battery-operated running light set available anywhere. Top rated by Crew teams, the Rowing Navlite™ Number card mount is a self-contained unit that clips into the bow number card clip*. The Rowing Navlite™ is made of the finest corrosion-resistant materials and uses 2 separate 3 AA alkaline battery circuits for 100+ hours of operation. You'll never replace bulbs again because our LEDs last 10,000+ hours. The red/green lights offer simple twist-on switches and easy access for battery replacement.

* We recommend the addition of a lanyard line to prevent loss. As sold by Chesapeake Rowing and Potomac Rowing

Specifications
- Waterproof to over 100 feet (30 m)
- Lamps: 2 LEDs per unit
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Burn Time: 100+ hours
- Batteries: 3- AA Alkaline per unit (included)
- Materials: ABS and LEXAN®
- 11” (28 cm) L x 3” (8 cm) W x 1.2” (3 cm) H
- U.S. patent #6,168,288

Made in the U.S.A. (complies with the "Buy American Act", may contain imported components).

MSRP $59.95

Navlite XB - 4 LEDs per Unit - MSRP $69.95

The Stern Light is a waterproof LED navigation (stern) light that provides 360 degree visibility for small boats, rowing shells and kayaks. It uses our Mark III™ - 2 LED with your choice of an aluminum mast for permanent mounting* or suction cup for temporary mounting**. The Stern Light when used in combination with our Navlite™ offers a complete navigation lighting solution for small boats, rowing shells and kayaks (Class A & I).

Specifications
- Lamps: 2 LEDs
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Burn Time: 150+ hours
- Batteries: 3- AA Alkaline (included)
- Materials: ABS and LEXAN®
- Height (Aluminum Mast): 16” (40.6 cm)
- Height (Suction Cup): 11.5” (29.2 cm)
- U.S. patent #6,168,288

MSRP $45.95

* Screws required for use with Aluminum mast.
** We recommend the addition of your own lanyard line to prevent loss.
The TEKNA® Wilderness Edge™

The Improved Version of the Ultimate Survival Knife and Kit

Fighter pilot's issue survival knife/Military issue. As seen on the "LOST" TV series. The TEKNA® Wilderness Edge™ improved version is the ultimate survival knife and kit. You'll never worry about getting lost in the woods again because the Wilderness Edge™ includes everything you need to catch and prepare food, start a fire, find your way, see in the dark and signal for help. Perfect for Military, Scouts, preppers, bushcrafters, and survivalists, or for anyone who just wants to be prepared! It contains the essential gear to save you from a disaster, it could save your life in an emergency. Includes Eagle Claw® split shot, Norwegian Mustad® fish hooks, US-made fly’s.

Sheath available in black, O.D. green, and desert sand color.

- Full tang 10.5" Knife (6" blade) with Ripsaw top, 420HC Stainless Steel, with thumb guards & finger grip
- LED Splash-Lite submersible flashlight, with a 10 year Lithium battery, stores in handle
- Fast-release Knife sheath; converts to fishing pole with reel
- 17 piece Fishing tackle; hooks, swivels, fly, weights
- Nail- for punching holes in leather and canvas for lacing
- 2 Safety pins
- Thigh strap, doubles as a gear strap
- Signal mirror with sight
- Small animal snare
- Spearhead / Arrowhead
- Liquid filled Compass
- Magnesium fire starter stick
- Ceramic knife sharpener rod
- Survival guide fan card (10 pages)
- Drilling thumbscrew; drills wood and light metal materials

Available with a solid or cut-out blade

MSRP $249.00

TEKNA® Xtra-Edge™

Watersports Keyring Knife

The TEKNA® Xtra-Edge™ water sports knife, sometimes you just need a little Xtra-Edge! The same knife developed over 30 years ago, just better. The Xtra-Edge is a superb choice as a watersports, pocket, neck, or keyring knife. The 420HC Stainless Steel blade is unobtrusively stored in a twist-loc sheath made with TEKNALON™ CFTRP our proprietary fiber and Titanium reinforced engineered polymer. Hang one on your PFD, harness, or BC for watersports use to keep an extra edge handy. The blade length is 1.4" (3.6 cm). The overall length is 3" (7.6 cm). The Xtra-Edge is available in your choice of colors: Stealth Black, Nova yellow, Res-Q Orange.

Two blade styles:
- Traditional point
- Blunt Screwdriver tip

Available in 5 blade styles including Titanium.

Specifications:
- Knife Length: 7.5" (190 mm)
- Blade Length: 3.5" (90 mm)
- Weight: 3.6 oz. (101 g)
- Materials: 420HC stainless steel blade, ABS sheath, and Velcro leg straps
- Individually serial numbered

MSRP $29.50

TEKNA® Ocean Edge™

Classic Stainless Steel Dive Knife

One of the world's favorite dive knives is back! The TEKNA® Ocean Edge Dive Knife has always been a favorite among divers because of its versatile design and solid, one-piece construction. Features a symmetrical (dagger-type) blade to meet your needs above and below the surface. The knife features a skeleton handle and is made from 420HC stainless steel. Additional features include: quick, thumb release ABS sheath, quick release/adjust Velcro leg straps and a belt clip conversion kit.

Available in 5 blade styles including Titanium.

Specifications:
- Knife Length: 7.5" (190 mm)
- Blade Length: 3.5" (90 mm)
- Weight: 3.6 oz. (101 g)
- Materials: 420HC stainless steel blade, ABS sheath, and Velcro leg straps
- Individually serial numbered

MSRP $119.95

MSRP $119.95
The TEKNA® Knifelite™ is the essential key chain tool. This three-in-one instrument features a knife blade with a screwdriver tip and an LED light. The blade is 1.25” long (3.2 cm) 420 Stainless Steel, sharpens easily and is beefy enough to sharpen a stick with all the force you can muster. The single LED will last for one or two years of average use with the replaceable batteries, with a switch that can be locked on or pressed for momentary light. It’s hard to imagine something so small can do so much, but it does—we made sure of it. Comes with a key ring and snap hook so you can carry this light with you at all times.

MSRP $16.95

The TEKNA® Wilderness Wallet™ is a 40+ multi-function survival kit. You’ll never worry about getting lost in the woods again because the Wilderness Wallet™ includes everything you need to catch and prepare food, start a fire, find your way, signal for help and much more. Perfect for Military, Scouts, preppers, bushcrafters, and survivalists, or for anyone who just wants to be prepared! This kit contains the essential gear that can save you in a disaster. It could save your life in an emergency.

MSRP $38.95

Typically used in medical applications, our LED Metal Examination Penlight is just what you need. Features a slide switch and sturdy pocket clip. Uses 2-AA batteries (not included) and our L222 bulb. Our lifetime guarantee does not apply to this item.

Specifications
- Lamp: LED
- Lamp Life: 10,000+ hours
- Batteries: 2 AA Alkaline (not included)
- Burn Time: 5 hours at full power
- Power: 9 Lumens
- Materials: Chromed metal
- Dimensions: 4.93” (12.5 cm) x .64” (1.64 cm)

MSRP $22.95

A powerful safety light equipped with 5 all-around high-intensity LEDs. With magnification on 3 sides, this lightweight safety light will run for 500 hours on 2-AA batteries. Weather and shock resistant, this light provides 4,000 feet of visibility. Clamps onto bicycle surfaces, wristbands, belts, and can be permanently mounted for easy usage. The durable and effective TEKNA® Vista-Flash™ is the perfect safety solution for cyclists and sports participants of all ages.

MSRP $24.95

The TEKNA® Security Card™ knife is an ultra-small, credit card size knife that easily fits in your pocket or a purse. The extra-wide 425 Stainless Steel double-edge blade slides in and out using a low profile button and is 5 1/2” (14 cm) long when fully extended.

MSRP $21.95
Securely attaches your flashlight to belt loops, pockets and other thin material. Clip swivels to aim flashlight. Fits our Trek™ 2, 4 and 30, along with most other AA flashlights.

**BELT SWIVEL CLIP**

Adjustable cushioned wrist lanyard for Tekrite flashlights

**WRIST LANYARD**

The ultimate set of accessories for your AA flashlight. Fits our Trek™ 2, 4 and 30, along with most AA flashlights.

**UNIVERSAL ACCESSORY KIT**

Our magnetic clip allows you to attach your flashlight to most steel surfaces—including toolboxes, refrigerators and workbenches. Works with our Trek™ 2, 4 and 30, along with most other AA flashlights.

**NITE-IZE® MAGNETIC CLIP**

Trek™ Headband - Safely mounts flashlight on a comfortable headband for hands-free operation.

**NITE-IZE® HEADBAND**

Velcro strap for Tekrite® flashlights, strobes and marker lights; TEKNA® Lite 2 & 3

**VELCRO STRAP**

Our Glow Wand allows you to turn our Trek™, Expedition® and Excursion® flashlights into traffic marshaling wands or area lights.

**TRAFFIC GLOW WAND**

The Nite-Ize® Grip ‘n Clip is a neoprene sleeve that provides positive buoyancy and a comfortable, insulated grip for our Excursion™ series lights while scuba diving. Its built-in utility ring allows your light to be fastened to a belt with an added clip, or storage hook, while the adjustable hand strap provides a more secure grip. Attach our wrist lanyard to the Grip ‘n Clip so you don't lose your light while scuba diving.

**NITE-IZE® GRIP ‘N CLIP**

Velcro strap for Tekrite® flashlights, strobes and marker lights; TEKNA® Lite 2 & 3

**WALL & BULKHEAD CLIP**

Tekrite® offers a wide array of infrared (IR), CSI, ultraviolet (UV), tactical, and aviation products for government and military use. Those products and more can be found in the Tekrite® “Government and Military Catalog”, request one today.

**AVIATION, GOVERNMENT, AND MILITARY PRODUCTS**

Tekrite® has over 200+ SKUs and simply cannot fit all of them into a single catalog. Check out even more flashlights, strobes, marker lights, dive lights, knives, aviation products, and much more at our website www.TEK-TITE.com .

**MORE PRODUCTS**

**LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY**

Tekrite guarantees that its flashlights are free from defects in material and workmanship for the normal life of the product. This warranty includes LEDs; and excludes O-rings, lanyards, batteries, bulbs and strobe electronics, which are wear items; wear items are covered for 60 days from date of purchase. This warranty is to the original owner only and does not cover damage due to normal wear, abuse, alteration, poor maintenance, accidents, loss or negligence. Our liability is strictly limited to repair or replacement of the product.

To receive warranty service, please send the product to be repaired along with a check or money order for $9* to our factory:

Tekrite Industries, Inc.
ATTN: Repair Department
309 North Clinton Avenue
Trenton, NJ 08638-5122 USA

*Strobes and LED lights not covered by warranty (i.e. non-defect flooding, electronics failure) require an additional $20 ($29 total per unit) for replacement, after credit for a returned module.

Ask for Tekrite® and TEKNA® brands at Your Local Store